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Abstract. Several general classes of generating functions are 
established for a certain sequence of functions defined by Equation 
(1) below. By suitably specializing the various parameters 
involved, each of these main results can be applied to yield known 
as well as new generating functions for such familiar orthogonal 
polynomials as Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite, and Bessel polynomials, 
and also for numerous interesting generalizations of these 
polynomials studied in the literature. 
For the sequence of functions defined by (c& [5, p. 307, Equation (5)]) 
s~~~~~(x,a,6,c~~,~,(x)] = w D$ax+b)~n+a(cx+d)6n+~ w(x)] 
I D,=& n = 0,1,2,. + -, 1 
where the pa,rameters a, b, c, d, a, /I, y, 6 are arbitrary constants, real or complex, and w(z) 
is independent of n and differentiable any number of times, various classes of bilateral and 
mixed multilateral generating functions are given in the literature. The most general results of 
this type for the sequence defined by (1) are contained in Corollaries 19, 20, and 21 of 
Srivastava ([3, pp. 243-2441; see also [4, pp. 435-437)). The object of this paper is to present 
some interesting further generalizations of the earlier results and to indicate how these genera1 
results can indeed be applied to derive the corresponding generating functions for various 
orthogonal polynomials (and for numerous associated polynomials). 
Our ma.in results on generating functions for the sequence defined by (1) are given by 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below. 
TIIEOREY 1. Corresponding to a non-vanishing jkction R& yl,. - -, y,) of s variables 
YI’ -**, _ y, (s 2 1) and of (comples) order b, let 
i 
n=o 
(2) 
where p and q are positive integers, and p and u are complex parameters. Also, for an 
o.rDitrary integer m 2 0, let 
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iILl 4 m+n 
o~$;~;(“; Y1'."'Ys7) = 1 
k=O [ 1 
n_qk ak 
Then 
m 
c 
n=O 
“;$;;;(x; yl,...,ys;z)P = [l+at(ox+bp(cx+d)q a 
* [l+ct(~x+b)Y(cx+d)~l]~ $$j F/&ffO) 
[ 
~;yl,...,ys; 
ztQ 
( 
1+clt( ax+q--l (cx+~z)y*1)q ( l+cl(a~+6)~(c~+d)61 @-@I ( 
1 1 
provided that each side exists; here, for convenience, 
< - <(z,t) = x+ t(ax+b)7(cx+d)6. 
TIIEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, let 
n=O 
[wb,whl;w(x)] 
*f-l (an f 0>7 
Jor an arbitrary integer m > 0. Then = 
c 
n=O 
@;$;,,(x; y],...,ys;z)tn = [l+t(od-bc)(ax+b)F1] a 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
- 
[ 
I-ct( ax+ b) y 1 -@--m-1 +$j G$‘j v;ylm~~‘s; 
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zt”[ l+l(nsbc)(az+6)‘1)(~7)9 { 1-cl(az+b)Y 
1 I 
(?-p-l)q ) @I 
where q z q(x,t) = [5+dl(az+b)II]/(l_cl(az+b)~]. 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypoth,eses of Theorem 1, let 
00 
11Aoj) qIx; Y1’...‘Y,;1J = 1 , I 
an Q$qn) [W,~,c,d;GWt~)l 
n=O 
*Cl /+pn(Yl,““Ys)tn (an * O), (9) 
and dejine 
for an arbitrary integer m 2 0. Then 
03 
c qg;;,q(x; y1,...,y,;z)P= [l+t(ac_ad)(cx+d)q4 
ll=O 
r 
. 1-at( cx+d) 
[ “I 
-a-p-m-1 $-$ H~~qCY17...,Ys: 
zt”( l+t(bc-arl](cx+d)~‘]~~-~~~ {l-at(cx+d)6 I 1 @4q , (11) 
J 
where C E <(x,t) = [x+bt(cx+d)q/[l-at(cx+d)q. 
Our proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are based rather heavily upon certain known 
generating relationships which were given earlier by Srivastava and Panda [5] and by 
Srivastava [3]. Indeed, upon substituting for the E&polynomials from (3) into the left-hand 
side of (4), if we invert the order of the resulting double summation and make use of one of 
these known generating relationships, we shall be led eventually to Theorem 1. Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3 can be proven similarly. 
&MARK 1. Since [5, p. 305, Equation (lo)] 
S~‘y~B)[x,a,6,c,d;y,s;2u(x)] = 
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Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are essentially equivalent. 
REMARK 2. For p = CT = 0, the assertions (4), (8), and (11) would immediately yield 
certain bilateral generating functions due to Srivastava ([3, Part II, pp. 243-244, Corollaries 
19, 20, and 211; see also [4, pp. 435-4361). 
REMARK 3. By appealing to the known relationships between the sequence (1) and its 
numerous pecial cases (cl [5, p. 308]), it is not difficult to derive, from Theorems 1, 2, and 3, 
analogous results on generating functions for such familiar orthogonal polynomials as Jacobi, 
Laguerre, Hermite, and Bessel polynomials, and also for the various interesting generalizations 
of these polynomials tudied in the literature (cJ: [l], [2], [4], and [S]). 
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